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Abstract: Aiming at the problems of weak dynamic response and difficulty in diagnosis of early
damage of rolling bearings, a diagnosis method for early damage of rolling bearings is proposed.
Taking radial rolling bearings as the main research object, the load symmetric structure of deep
groove ball bearings is analyzed. Based on the mechanical second-order system theory, the sensor
monitoring structure is constructed. The generalized resonance principle is used to identify weak
signals, and the fiber Bragg grating is used for signal sensing. The signal is obtained through the fiber
Bragg grating high-speed demodulator. When a continuous periodic generalized resonance wave
appears in the amplitude–frequency analysis of the signal, and there is a high-frequency resonance
frequency, it can be proved that the bearing is faulty. The diagnosis method can effectively avoid the
interference of low-frequency signals, the frequency spectrum is pure and there is no electromagnetic
interference. It fully shows that the fiber Bragg grating sensor is suitable for the monitoring and
diagnosis of the early weak fault of the bearing.

Keywords: bearing fault diagnosis; symmetry analysis; generalized resonance wave; fiber Bragg
grating; natural frequency

1. Introduction

Rolling bearings are one of the important basic parts of mechanical equipment [1]. The
working environment of bearings is often very harsh, and the load borne in the process of
operation is also large, which is prone to damage and leads to functional fault; this brings
serious threats to the operation of the whole piece of mechanical equipment and the safety
of staff [2,3].

At first, the damage status of bearings can be judged by real-time monitoring of
bearing temperature. Although this method is simple, early damage of bearings cannot
be detected in time [4,5]. Because the damage vibration information is relatively weak,
it is difficult to extract the signal, and it is also difficult to realize early bearing damage
detection [6]. Bearing damage signal can be amplified by the resonance principle, but
its frequency turns to low-frequency with the aggravation of damage impact, so it is not
suitable for early bearing damage detection [7]. Bearing damage of generalized resonance
monitoring technology is based on the generalized resonance phenomenon. When the
instantaneous impact of bearing damage acts on the sensor, the short-term impact pulse
contains a series of continuous frequency components from zero to infinity. The frequency
component whose vibration frequency is equal to the natural frequency of the sensor will
have an effect on the sensor. Free damping vibration is carried out at this frequency and
the free damping vibration signal is analyzed to diagnose whether bearing damage has
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occurred. SKF, a Swedish company, developed a portable pulse vibrometer, which can
judge the degree of bearing damage by monitoring the amplitude of the shock wave energy
of bearing damage. However, a local detection method cannot determine which part of
the bearing is damaged [8]. In 2012, Deyao Tang proposed a piezoelectric generalized
resonance bearing damage monitoring sensor based on the generalized resonance principle.
Using piezoelectric ceramics as sensitive devices, the measured temperature signals and
vibration signals are processed and demodulated by an electronic modulator, and the
generalized resonance bearing damage monitoring can be realized. The sensor has a
good application prospect for the monitoring and diagnosis of early damage of bearings.
However, the drawback is that the piezoelectric ceramic sensor based on piezoelectric effect
is not resistant to electromagnetic interference and the working environment of bearings is
often very harsh, which has a great influence on the results of diagnosis [9,10].

In this paper, the small and sensitive fiber Bragg grating (FBG) is used to accurately
extract early damage vibration signals from bearing damage signals. The generalized
resonance signal of the sensor is demodulated by a high-speed FBG demodulator, and the
characteristics of the vibration signal in time domain and frequency domain are analyzed
to realize the identification and diagnosis of the weak fault signal of the bearing in the
early stage. The detection method is fast and accurate and is suitable for harsh working
environments.

2. Bearing Structure and Fault Characteristic Frequency
2.1. The Basic Structure of Bearing and the Analysis of Structural Symmetry

The bearing is composed of four parts: inner ring, outer ring, rolling element and
cage. The inner ring is fixed to rotate along the shaft. The outer ring is fixed to the housing,
which mainly supports and protects the rolling. The rolling element rolls in the cavity
formed in the inner ring and the outer ring, maintaining relative movement between the
inner ring and the outer ring. The size of the bearing carrying capacity is determined by
the number, shape and size of the rolling. The cage can make the rolling element evenly
distributed in the roller, always maintains equal spacing, and assigns equal load to each
rolling element [11–13]. Figure 1 shows the basic structure of the bearing.

Figure 1. Basic structure of bearing.

The main considerations for bearing selection are load and load direction. According
to the load direction, it can be divided into: radial bearing, angular contact bearing and
thrust bearing. The radial bearing is a radial bearing with a contact angle of 0◦; the contact
angle of angular contact bearings is between 0◦ and 45◦; thrust bearings are mainly used to
bear axial loads, and their contact angles are between 45◦ and 90◦.

Deep groove ball bearings are radial bearings. The rolling elements of uniform mass
are equally spaced between the inner ring and the outer ring. The outer ring of the deep
groove ball bearing is fixed under the action of radial load [14–16]. The inner ring moves
under the action of radial load, producing radial displacement δr/mm. The center position
of the rolling element bearing the maximum load is on the same line of action as the
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radial load. Taking the maximum bearing rolling element as the starting point, the radial
displacement of the rolling element at any angular position is δψi. External radial load is
Fr/N. ψi is the angle between the rolling element and Fr. The bearing load distribution
diagram is shown in Figure 2. According to the theory of elastic mechanics, the relationship
between the radial load borne by the rolling element at any angular position ψi and the
load borne by the maximum bearing rolling element is:

Qi = Qmax

[
1 − 1

2ε
(1 − cosψi)

] 3
2

(1)

Figure 2. Bearing load distribution diagram.

In Equation (1), Qmax/N is the maximum rolling element load. ε is the load distribu-
tion parameter of the bearing.

Because the rolling elements are evenly distributed, ψ1 = ψi. According to Equa-
tion (1), we can obtain:

Q1 = Qi (2)

From Equation (2), it can be seen that the load at Q1 of the deep groove ball bearing is
the same as the load at Qi. The rolling element 1 and the rolling element i are symmetrical
about the central axis. It shows that deep groove ball bearings have a symmetrical force
structure when they are under load.

2.2. Bearing Fault Form and Fault Characteristic Frequency

When the rolling bearing is working normally, it will be affected by internal factors
and external factors. When working at a certain speed and load, it will produce an
exciting force for the entire system, thereby promoting the system to vibrate. Therefore,
the rolling bearing vibration that is usually working includes natural vibration mode and
fault vibration mode. The natural vibration mode is related to the vibration transmission
path, processing link, material and other factors, and it is hardly affected by the working
state. The fault vibration mode can characterize the working state of the bearing, and by
analyzing the characteristics of this type of vibration, it can be judged whether the bearing
is malfunctioning. Common fault vibration modes include wear, fatigue, indentation,
corrosion, electrical corrosion, cracking, gluing, cage damage, etc. [17].

When a bearing is damaged, a series of short-term impulse excitation forces will be
generated, and a frequency different from the normal operation of the bearing will appear
in the vibration signal. This frequency is an important basis for bearing damage monitoring
technology and is called the fault characteristic frequency [18].

Suppose the number of rolling elements is Z, the contact angle of the bearing is γ, and
the operating frequency of the bearing is fs. The diameter of the rolling element is d. The
distance between the centers of the two rolling elements on the same straight line is D,
as shown in Figure 3. After a component of the bearing is damaged, the rolling elements
make contact with the damage point, causing the bearing to generate periodic short-term
pulse excitation force. The calculation formula of the fault characteristic frequency of each
part of the bearing is as follows [19,20].
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Figure 3. Structure drawing of bearing rolling element.

Inner ring/outer ring fault characteristic frequency:

BPI/BPO =
1
2

Z
(

1 ± d
D

cosγ
)

fs (3)

Rolling element fault characteristic frequency:

BS =
D
d

(
1 −

(
d
D

)2
cos2 γ

)
fs (4)

Cage fault characteristic frequency:

FT =
1
2

(
1 − d

D
cosγ

)
fs (5)

3. Generalized Resonance Sensor Measurement Principle
3.1. Detection Principle of Generalized Resonance Bearings

Generalized resonance describes the response of the object to the instantaneous im-
pact [21]. At the moment when the instantaneous impact acts on the object, the energy of
the impact force is transferred. That is to say, when the object is subjected to the vibration
of the impact, it stores the huge energy brought by the impact. When the impact force
disappears, the object releases the energy with the free attenuation vibration of its own
natural frequency. This process of energy storage and release is called generalized reso-
nance. When the bearing is damaged in the early stage, it will produce vibration signals
different from those in normal operation. However, these signs of damage are hard to pick
up. Therefore, it is necessary to use the generalized resonance principle to extract and
amplify the damage high-frequency signals to realize the online monitoring of bearing
machinery and equipment [22]. Figure 4 shows the generalized resonance bearing damage
detection process.

3.2. Principle of Resonance Sensor Bearing Damage Sensing

The instantaneous pulse generated by bearing damage acts on the sensor, and the
sensor absorbs energy to produce a generalized resonance response. FBG is used to monitor
the vibration signal and convert the vibration signal into the axial strain of the FBG. That is,
by monitoring the dynamic change of the FBG wavelength, bearing damage monitoring and
diagnosis can be performed. At the same time, the coupling electromagnetic interference
in the vibration signal is avoided.

The vibration sensor based on the sensing principle of FBG can be regarded as a single
mass point string vibration model. Figure 5 shows the spring-mass model of equivalent
stiffness transformation. This model is mainly a second-order single-degree-of-freedom
system composed of an inertial mass m, an elastic coefficient k and a damper c [23–25].
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Figure 4. Generalized resonance bearing damage detection technology schematic diagram. (a) Bear-
ing damage vibration signal; (b) Frequency domain characteristics; (c) Generalized resonance wave.

Figure 5. The single mass point string vibration model.

When the excitation force in the vertical direction of a period is applied to the sensor,
the amplitude of the excitation force is set as H and the circular frequency is ω, and the
expression of the excitation force is as follows:

S = H sinωt (6)

In Figure 5, the origin of coordinate O is set at the balance position, the vertical
downward direction of the X axis as the positive direction, the main motion mode of the
sensor as the vertical direction, and the motion differential equation as:

m
..
x + c

.
x + kx = H sinωt (7)

Divide both sides of Equation (7) by m:

..
x + 2n

.
x + p2

nx = h sinωt (8)

where p2
n = k

m , 2n = c
m , h = H

m , c is the viscous damping coefficient, n is the attenuation
coefficient, h is the amplitude of the excitation force on unit mass, pn is the natural circular
frequency of the sensor [26]. Its solution consists of two parts:

x(t) = x1(t) + x2(t) (9)
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The first part of the solution x1(t) is the free attenuated vibration of the sensor excited
instantaneously. The latter part of the solution x2(t) is a periodic forced oscillation with a
circular frequency ofω. The equation of free attenuation motion of the previous part is:

..
x + 2n

.
x + p2

nx = 0 (10)

The solution of Equation (10) at time t = 0 is:

x1(t) = e−nt
(

x0 cos pdt +
nx0 +

.
x

pd
sin pdt

)
(11)

In Equation (11), there is pd =
√

p2
n − n2.

When the time is t = ti:

x1(ti) = Ae−nti sin(pdti + α) (12)

After one period:

x1(ti + Td) =

√√√√x2
0 +

( .
x0 + nx0

)2

p2
d

e−n(ti+Td) sin[pd(ti + Td) + α] (13)

tgα =
x0pd

.
x0 + nx0

(14)

Td =
2π
pd

(15)

The latter part is the forced vibration with a circular frequency of ω. After the free
attenuation motion disappears, only the forced vibration exists, and it becomes a steady-
state process at this time [27]. Therefore, the motion equation of the sensor system can be
written as:

x2(t) =
h√

(p2
n −ω2)

2 + (2nω)2
sin(ωt −ϕ) (16)

The displacement x of the system under the action of excitation force is measured
by FBG.

Optical fiber is a material that is sensitive to ultraviolet light. Combined with a special
writing technology, the grating is written on the fiber core, so that a periodic refractive
index distribution appears inside. Figure 6 is the FBG structure diagram.

Figure 6. The FBG structure diagram.

When an incident light enters the FBG, part of the light that does not meet the con-
ditions will be reflected back at the grating surface of the grating, and the light waves
that meet the conditions will be transmitted forward through the FBG. Subsequently, the
spectrum of reflected light and transmitted light will change due to the influence of stress
and temperature [28]. The central wavelength λB of the reflected wave of the fiber grating
satisfies:

λB = 2neffΛ (17)
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In the formula, λB is the central wavelength of the reflected light of the FBG, Λ is
the period of the grating region of the FBG, and neff is the effective refractive index of the
fiber core.

Since the early damage of the bearing is weak, no significant temperature changes will
occur. Therefore, there is no need to consider the influence of temperature on FBG. When
the external conditions only change in stress or strain, the external force causes the FBG to
expand and contract in the axial direction. Because of the elasto-optical effect of FBG, the
change of the effective refractive index causes the change of the center wavelength of the
reflected light [29]:

∆λB

λB
=
(
1 − pe

)
∆ε (18)

where pe is the effective photoelastic constant, and ε is the strain in the FBG. There is a
linear relationship between the central wavelength drift of FBG and axial stress [30].

According to ε = ∆L
L , the change of strain can be converted into the change of FBG

center wavelength to reflect the change of external stress.

4. Structure Design of Resonant Bearing Detection Sensor

The resonant bearing monitoring sensor mainly includes protective shell, FBG port,
mass block, elastomer, bolt, base, etc., as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Basic sensor structure.

The protective shell uses 316L stainless steel to form a cavity structure, including an
upper port, an outer wall and a screw thread. The upper port is an FBG port, which is used
to connect the FBG to an external high-speed demodulator, as shown in Figure 8a. The
lower end of the protective shell is connected with the base. The bottom of the base has
installation threads. It is used to fix the sensor on the bearing seat under test, as shown in
Figure 8b.

A mass block with a hole in the center and an elastomer with a hole in the center are
arranged in the protective shell, and the mass block is located above the elastomer. A bolt
with a hole in the center passes vertically through the center hole of the elastomer and the
mass block to cure the FBG [23].

The resonant body structure of the sensor is a structure composed of mass block,
elastomer and bolt. The mass block provides gravity loading for its sensor, so the stainless
steel with high density and hardness is chosen as the material of the mass block. The
elastomer provides a restoring force for the mass block to vibrate back to the equilibrium
position, so a polyurethane with relatively high elastic requirements is needed to make
the elastomer. The bolt hole encapsulates and solidifies the FBG for shock vibration signal
sensing. When the sensor detects the bearing damage vibration, the FBG in the bolt
is deformed under the action of the force. When the bearing component is damaged
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and leads to tiny impact, the sensor absorbs the impact energy and generates resonance
waves, releasing energy at its own natural frequency. The FBG records the vibration
signal waveform and reads out the transient change of the center wavelength through the
high-speed FBG demodulator, so as to diagnose whether the bearing is damaged or not.

Figure 8. The structure diagram of the protective shell and the base. (a) The structure diagram of the
protective shell; (b) The structure diagram of the base.

The natural frequency calculation formula of the resonance sensor is:

f =
1

2π

√
K
m

(19)

The material of the mass block is stainless steel. The mass m is 26.9 g. The material
stiffness K is 4.75 × 107 N/m. The theoretical value of the natural frequency of the sensor
is 6691 Hz.

The ANSYS finite element simulation software is used to simulate and analyze the
natural frequency of the resonance sensor. Since the sensor structure is relatively complex,
in order to simplify the process of extracting the natural frequency of the sensor, the
simulation takes the resonant body structure of the sensor for simulation. The simulation
analysis steps are divided into seven steps, including simulation modeling, selection of
models, selection of materials, meshing, adding constraints, expanding modes, and result
analysis [31,32]. The ANSYS finite element simulation interface is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. ANSYS finite element simulation diagram.
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The modal analysis result of ANSYS finite element simulation software is the natural
frequency of 1–6 order vibration modes. The higher the order obtained, the greater the
natural frequency value. The sixth-order natural frequencies are 885 Hz, 895 Hz, 1367 Hz,
6830 Hz, 6857 Hz and 9770 Hz, as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. ANSYS finite element simulation of 1–6 natural frequencies.

The experimental measurement method of the natural frequency of the resonant
sensor adopts the free vibration method, that is, the ball falls freely to impact the sensor.
Using different ball quality and ball height, the effect of different instantaneous impacts
on the sensor is obtained. Therefore, the experimental measurement value of the natural
frequency of the sensor is 6325 Hz.

The theoretical calculation value of the natural frequency of the resonance sensor,
the fourth-order frequency of the ANSYS finite element simulation analysis, and the
experimental measurement value are close, verifying the feasibility of the resonance sensor.

5. Experiment and Analysis
5.1. Design of Resonance Sensor Bearing Damage Platform

The main components of the resonant bearing damage simulation platform include
three parts, namely the resonant sensor, the bearing damage platform and the FBG de-
modulation system. Figure 11 shows the bearing damage simulation platform device.
Damaging bearing was installed in bearing pethole 1, normal bearing was installed in
bearing pethole 2, resonance sensor was installed on bearing pethole 1, and the sensor was
fixed in the screw hole directly above the bearing pethole to measure the impact vibration
signal of bearing damage. The shaft rod material is bearing steel (high carbon chromium
steel), which can act as gravity loads. When the bearing is damaged, the vibration and
impact are transmitted outwardly from the contact point in a hemispherical form. If the
bearing is damaged, it will cause the loss of energy, so the damage signal of the bearing
can be accurately measured.

Figure 11. Platform device for bearing damage simulation.

The FBG used in the experiment uses 125 µm SMF-28 optical fiber carrying hydrogen.
It was made by writing hydrogen-carrying fiber with an excimer laser. The length of the
grating region is 10 mm. The center wavelength is 1550 nm. The 3 dB bandwidth is 0.2 nm.
The reflectivity is 95%. The grating region is protected by a gold plating process to improve
the durability of the sensor.
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The demodulation of the FBG center wavelength was read by an FBG demodulator
based on a high-speed scanning laser. The working wavelength range of the demodulator is
1525–1565 nm. The center wavelength demodulation speed is 200 kHz/s. The wavelength
resolution is 1 pm. The wavelength switching time interval is 20 ns/step. Among them,
the high-speed scanning laser is the core component of the demodulator, and its spectral
line width is 2 MHz.

The bearing used in the experimental platform is a deep groove ball bearing. The
selected bearing model is the Harbin Bearing 7307. The number of rolling elements is 8.
The contact angle is 0◦. The diameter of the inner ring is 35 mm. The diameter of the outer
ring is 80 mm. The diameter of the rolling element is 14.5 mm. The driving motor speed is
5 round/s. From Equations (3)–(5), the fault characteristic frequency of the bearing inner
ring, outer ring, rolling element and cage can be obtained, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Fault characteristic frequency of rolling bearing.

Fault Type Inner Ring Outer Ring Rolling Element Cage

Fault characteristic frequency/Hz 25 15 18.57 1.87

In order to improve the accuracy of the sensor simulation test and simulate the damage
of the bearing in actual operation, the line cutting method was used to process the damage
defect in the bearing inner ring of the bearing seat 1. The depth of the contact point between
the rolling body and the inner ring defect is 0.5 mm. Figure 12 shows a schematic diagram
of the damaged planing surface of the bearing inner ring.

Figure 12. Schematic diagram of the damaged planed surface of the bearing inner ring.

5.2. Analysis of Bearing Damage Test Data

Damage bearing and normal bearing, respectively, are driven by a motor to generate
continuous impact. Figure 13 shows the time domain characteristic comparison curve
of the impact response of the resonance sensor. As the bearing rotates, the position of
the damage point in the inner ring changes constantly, and the amplitude of the damage
impacted signal changes periodically. In Figure 13b, there is an obvious cycle of about
0.04 s shock signal.

The cepstrum analysis of the time domain signal of the damage bearing is shown
in Figure 14. Cepstrum is a method for detecting periodic components in a complex
spectrum [33–35]. According to Figure 14, there is an obvious cycle of about 0.04 s shock
signal at the frequency of 25 Hz. The theoretical calculation for bearing inner ring fault
characteristic frequency is 25 Hz. This coincides with the frequency of the generalized
resonance wave, also with a frequency of 25 Hz. According to the frequency of the
generalized resonance wave and the characteristic frequency of the bearing inner ring fault,
it is determined that the bearing damage occurs in the inner ring component, which is
consistent with the bearing processing damage component.
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Figure 13. Time domain characteristic curve of shock response of sensor. (a) Time domain character-
istic curve of normal bearing; (b) Time domain characteristic curve of damage bearing.

Figure 14. Cepstrum analysis on the time domain characteristic curve of the damaged bearing.

Comparison curves of amplitude–frequency characteristics of impact response are
shown in Figure 15. Figure 15a is the amplitude–frequency characteristic curve of the
normal bearing with uniform speed rotation, and Figure 15b is the amplitude–frequency
characteristic curve of the damage bearing with uniform speed rotation. When the bearing
is continuously impacted by the sensor, a peak value of 5970 Hz appears in the amplitude–
frequency characteristic curve of the sensor vibration, which is basically consistent with the
value of the natural frequency of the sensor, 6325 Hz. It proves that the sensor generates
generalized resonance after absorbing the bearing impact, and the frequency is the natural
frequency of the sensor. It is also observed in Figure 15b that a small peak with an amplitude
of 0.09686 appeared at the frequency of 945.8 Hz, which is the vibration frequency generated
by the unbalanced vibration of the bearing rotor.

The power spectrum curve of impact response is shown in Figure 16. Figure 16a
is the power spectrum curve when the normal bearing rotates at a uniform speed, and
Figure 16b is the power spectrum curve when the damage bearing rotates at a uniform
speed. According to Figure 16, when the bearing is running at a uniform speed, the energy
caused by unbalanced vibration of the rotor when the bearing is damaged is 35.72 dB,
which is higher than the energy caused by unbalanced vibration of the rotor when the
bearing is normal. At the same time, when the bearing is damaged, generalized resonance
is generated. Energy is generated at the natural frequency caused by the generalized
resonance wave, and the energy value is 115.5 dB, which is much higher than the energy
caused by the unbalanced vibration of the rotor.
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Figure 15. Amplitude–frequency characteristic curve of sensor impact response. (a) Amplitude–frequency character-
istic curve of normal bearing at uniform speed; (b) Amplitude–frequency characteristic curve of damage bearing at
uniform speed.

Figure 16. Power spectrum curve of sensor shock response. (a) Power spectrum curve when the normal bearing rotates at
uniform speed; (b) Power spectrum curve when the damage bearing rotates at uniform speed.

6. Discussion

Based on the comprehensive analysis of the time domain, frequency domain and
power spectrum characteristic curves of damage and normal bearing, the following conclu-
sions can be drawn.

(1) When the following two conditions are met, it can be determined that the bearing
is damaged. Case 1: A periodic continuous generalized resonance wave appeared
in the time domain signal characteristic curve. Case 2: The natural frequency of the
sensor appeared in the frequency domain characteristic curve. When the above two
conditions exist, it means that the bearing is damaged, and the micro-shock signal
generated by the damage and the sensor have a generalized resonance phenomenon.

(2) The cycle and frequency of the damage impact signal can be obtained from the
cepstrum characteristic curve and the time domain signal characteristic curve. This
value is close to the theoretically calculated value of the bearing inner ring fault
characteristics. It can be determined that the bearing damage is located in the bearing
inner ring, which is the same as the bearing processing damage in the experiment.
This can realize the diagnosis of bearing damage position.

(3) The resonance frequency caused by bearing damage is close to 6000 Hz, reaching the
high-frequency range, effectively avoiding the interference of low-frequency signals.
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(4) The vibration signal obtained by the FBG demodulator has a pure spectrum charac-
teristic curve and no electromagnetic interference.

7. Conclusions

To sum up, this paper proposes an early fault diagnosis method for bearings based on
FBG sensor monitoring. The radial bearing with symmetric load distribution is used as the
research object. Combined with the principle of generalized resonance, the FBG is used
as a sensitive element to realize early bearing damage monitoring. The damaged part of
the bearing judged by this method is consistent with the damaged part of the bearing after
processing, which verifies the feasibility of the fiber Bragg grating sensor to monitor the
weak fault of the symmetrical bearing.
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